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High-school and college students, even after some years of biology instruction, have difficulties understanding the notion of natural

selection. [1] A major hindrance to understanding natural selection appears to be students' inability to integrate two distinct processes in

evolution, the occurrence of new traits in a population and their effect on long-term survival. [2] Many students believe that environmental
conditions are responsible for changes in traits, or that organisms develop new traits because they need them to survive, or that they

over-use or under-use certain bodily organs or abilities. [3] By contrast, students have little understanding that chance alone produces new

heritable characteristics by forming new combinations of existing genes or by mutations of genes. [4] Some students believe that a mutation
modifies an individual's own form during its life rather than only its germ cells and offspring (see almost any science fiction movie). Students
also have difficulties understanding that changing a population results from the survival of a few individuals that preferentially reproduce, not
from the gradual change of all individuals in the population. Explanations about "insects or germs becoming more resistant" rather than

"more insects or germs becoming resistant" may reinforce these misunderstandings. [5] Specially designed instruction can improve students'

understanding of natural selection. [6]

Middle-school and high-school students may have difficulties with the various uses of the word "adaptation". [7] In everyday usage,
individuals adapt deliberately. But in the theory of natural selection, populations change or "adapt" over generations, inadvertently Students
of all ages often believe that adaptations result from some overall purpose or design, or they describe adaptation as a conscious process to
fulfill some need or want. Elementary- and middle-school students also tend to confuse non-inherited adaptations acquired during an

individual's lifetime with adaptive features that are inherited in a population. [8]
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